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Project Milestones
•
•

A Hot Cell robotic assembly: Pick and place dynamic simulation, including feedback
control with Matlab, was developed for dispersion Fuel manufacture.
Our work resulted in two refereed conference papers, which were published in the
respective conference proceedings:
1. Conference Paper: “Design Concepts and Process Analysis for Transmuter Fuel
Manufacturing”, presented at the NEA Actinides meeting in Las Vegas.
2. Conference Paper: “Conceptual Workcell Design and Throughput Analysis for
Robotic Transmuter Fuel Fabrication” presented at the ANS Winter meeting in
Washington, DC.

Summary
Literature regarding inert matrix fuel was gathered to allow for more understanding of the
requirements of the manufacturing process.
1) Background
Since some isotopes of plutonium have radioactive half lives of thousands of years, there is
widespread consensus that long term storage of separated plutonium in its current form is not
acceptable, and a long term management strategy is required. Options include: using plutonium
as fuel; transmutation, or treating it as a waste. The first two options would themselves produce
some radioactive was that would, in turn, need to be managed, see [3].
a) Plutonium as a fuel
Some scholars argue that Plutonium (Pu) incorporated into reactor fuel would be less
dispersible that separated Pu, and would reduce the proliferation risk, since it would be less
accessible for weapons production. There are three key fuel types:
•

Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX): is a mixture of plutonium oxide and uranium, from
reprocessing spent uranium fuel. MOX has been used in reactors in several countries.
Plutonium is consumed when MOX fuel is used in a reactor. However, the rate of
plutonium consumption is reduced because nuclear reactions occur, which produce fresh
plutonium. Reactors can be configured so that there is a net consumption of plutonium;
hence a gradual reduction in the stockpile can be achieved.

•

Thorium/plutonium mix fuels: thorium is a fissile element much more abundant in nature
than uranium. Less plutonium is produced during this fuel cycle than with conventional
uranium fuel. Drawbacks are that the reaction produces the fissile isotope uranium-233,
which poses a proliferation risk. Also, some materials used in fuel fabrication are toxic.
This fuel is not yet being used in commercial reactors, but research is occurring in Japan,
the US and India as well as within the EU. More research would be required before it
could be considered for new or existing UK reactors.

•

Inert matrix fuels: this would involve implanting plutonium in an “inert” matrix, where
using the fuel would not breed fresh plutonium. Thus the plutonium stockpile would be
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reduced more quickly. However, it is yet to be demonstrated on an industrial scale. More
research would be required before it could be considered as an option.
This report discusses mainly the fabrication of inert matrix fuels. There are three fabrication
routes to obtain inert matrix fuels (IMF). IMF is a dispersion-type fuel in which the actinide
phase is distributed as a separate phase in a so called inert matrix. This concept has evolved as
one of the most promising in the field of transmutation. The following section discusses each
manufacturing route aside.
The primary advantage of IMF is the non-production of new plutonium during irradiation
due to lack of uranium (U-free fuel) whose 238U isotope is the departure nuclide for breeding
239
Pu. In addition it enables nearly total destruction of fissile Pu (inherently non-proliferant fuel),
see [2].
2) Fuel Fabrication
Three different routes for the fabrication of dispersion-type uranium-free fuels are being
investigated. These are
•
•
•

Co-precipitation (CPP)
Low-impact mixing of powder (LMP)
Mixing of particles and powders (MPP)

Figure 1 shows the three different routes for the fabrication of dispersion-type uranium free
fuels.
a) CPP Scheme
The CPP route is a relatively simple one, based on the dissolution of the starting materials in
nitric acid and the precipitation of all the components from this solution after adjusting the pH by
the addition of ammonia. The powder, obtained after washing, drying and calcinations of the
precipitate, is directly used for the preparation of pellets. Ceramographic analysis, SEM and Xray radiography showed that the actinide phase is present as very small (sub-micron size)
particles in the matrix, uniformly distributed in the pellets.
b) LMP Scheme
The LMP route is based on the low-impact mixing of a sinter-active powder of the inert
matrix and the powder of the actinide phase. The low-impact mixing is performed manually in a
mortar (initial trails) or mechanically in a mixer mill. The blend thus obtained is used for the
preparation of pellets. This method has been tested for matrix materials mixed with a single
oxide phase or mixed with a solid solution of two or more oxides. Ceramographic analysis
showed that for all mixtures of inert matrix and UO2 investigated, a dispersion of the actinide
phase has been obtained, randomly distributed in the matrix, see [1]. However, the major part of
the UO2 is found in irregularly shaped inclusions whose size is in the order of 100-200 µm.
c) MPP Scheme
The MPP route is the most complex one that has been investigated. It is based on the
fabrication of particles containing the actinide phase by sol-gel technique followed by mixing of
the particles and matrix powder. The sol-gel technique is based on the injection of droplets of a
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nitrate solution in an organic phase, sphere formation in the organic phase and gelatin in the
ammonia phase. After washing and drying the spheres are calcined and optionally sintered.
Spherical particles with a controller and uniform size (200-300 µm) can be prepared by this
method. Next, the particles are mixed with a sinter-active powder as described above for LMP
route, using zinc (Zn) stearate and camphor as additives. The protruding of spheres can easily be
solved by a mechanical treatment of the surface of the sintered pellets although this will lead to
scrap that needs to be recycled and, moreover, the formation of dust containing the actinides.
This might be acceptable for Pu fuels, but it is not preferred for americium (Am).

Figure 1 Schematic flow diagrams of the fabrication processes for inert matrix fuels
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4) Work Plan for April to June 2005
•
•
•
•

Inert Matrix Fuel Fabrication: Work Cell design for reliability and maintenance. Accident
recovery, hot cell plant layouts.
Performance and time simulations using Visual Nastran
Literature study: Cost analysis of manufacturing hot cells.
Preparation for site visits: Marcoule (Mox Fabrication), Karlsruhe (Triso fuels), possibly
also Waelischmiller GmbH (Hot cell robots).

